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ABSTRACT
The energy management of electric vehicles is located in the
storage system. It considers only the storage physical constituents and adapts the demand of the drive-chain technologies but is blind to other parts of the vehicle. Furthermore it
has a very focused approach – to optimise the vehicle movement – and misses the driver’s pragmatical needs. ORQA
is a framework dedicated to the modelling of the vehicle
consuming devices complementing the embedded systems
models. It characterises each consuming device by its energetic needs and the quality levels it offers from a driver
perspective. ORQA is realised by a system-level energy
manager which looks for a driving strategy matching the
driver needs and constraints. As the components used in
ORQA are generic devices, the consumption of the devices
is an approximation of their real consumptions. This paper
presents the adaptation of the ORQA framework to have
a closer estimation of the consuming devices. We propose
the use of physical models issued from mechatronic systems
for the main devices, drive-chain and energy storage, and
discuss the benefits and constraints.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Domain-Specific Architectures; D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software—domain engineering, reuse models; J.7 [Computers
in Other Systems]: Consumer Products—electric vehicle
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INTRODUCTION

During the last years, the number of electric vehicles models have increased and their use is present in all the main
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tance about their usage (commonly known as range anxiety). Current vehicles can handle a few hundred kilometres.
One way to deal with the embedded energy issue of the electric vehicles is through software. An energy management
system (EMS) is a high level software which monitors and
manages an environment through specific-purposed components. EMS are commonly used in (full- and hybrid-) electrical vehicles, though they mainly manage only the engine
and ignore the end-user provided Quality of Service (QoS).
To provide an efficient energy management and to take into
account the user-related QoS, an electric vehicle EMS has to
consider all the devices and the user expectations. Several
works allow for complete analysis and validation of the software embedded in vehicles, such as EAST-ADL [4]. Though
they have a systemic approach, they lack the energy dimension required to provide an EMS.
In [12], the ORQA framework is presented to tackle the
global energy management while providing a QoS as good
as possible. In ORQA, each embedded device is represented
by a component and is characterised at design phase by
its energy consumption(s) and its quality(ies), if applicable.
The framework offers to realise a components architecture,
in AUTOSAR [6] (an automotive component framework),
which will elaborate on-line a solution to achieve the driver
request (reach a destination) while providing the best possible vehicle QoS. The ORQA principle is to limit by software
the devices and engine usage. In the previous works, consumption models of the drive-chain and the battery were
simple and generic in order to validate the ORQA framework for any kind of electric vehicles. From an electric vehicle to another one, the characteristics of the different devices
change. The use of models from the mechatronic domain offers models closer to the real devices.
In this paper, we show that accurate and specific models offer more precise estimation of the energy consumption.
Moreover, the use of physical models offers also the possibility to apply ORQA to hybrid vehicles. The paper presents
the physical models that can be introduced in ORQA and
the corresponding constraints, and illustrates them on some
case studies.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the ORQA framework and its operation. Section
3 details the evolution of the current models to the physical models of the drive-chain and the battery. Section 4
discusses about the modification of the implementation of
ORQA. Section 5 assesses the interest of a physical modelling. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2.

ORQA APPROACH

ORQA is a framework to set up an energy management
system for electrical vehicles. It is based on models of the devices energy consumption and models of user-oriented Quality of Service. It provides the energy and quality knowledge
to the embedded systems. By the mean of an energy manager, ORQA assures the driver of a solution trip and of an
on-line control of the devices based on her preferences.

2.1

ORQA methodology

At design stage, the designers create the energy and QoS
models of the vehicle devices. The framework offers a library
of predefined models to help them, comprising the engine
and several devices such as the lighting system, the climate
control unit and the entertainment system. An energy manager implementing these models is generated to take place
in the embedded systems of the vehicle. It connects to the
existing software and provides them with energy and quality knowledge. At run-time, the energy manager handles
the driver request to find a solution trip. The inputs and
the outputs of ORQA are illustrated in Figure 1. We now
describe the framework operation in five steps.
1. The driver defines a destination point and its preferences. Driver preferences cover embedded devices
ordering and consumption policy with possible constraints over trip duration and consumption. These
definitions are later used to compute and select the
best possible solution.
2. The possible routes are retrieved or generated from the
system (e.g. from the GPS unit). Each route is refined
to provide different driving conditions.
3. Each solution is evaluated, that is its energy consumption, trip duration, and global quality are computed.
A solution is composed of a route and a combination
of the devices operating states.
4. The solutions are passed through scoring functions depending on the driver preferences. Driver-defined constraints are used to discard undesirable driving strategies. The driver is then informed of the higher ranked
solution as the best possible match.
5. Finally, the embedded energy manager is used to control the devices on-line throughout the trip. It controls
the devices behaviour following the proposed strategy
by the mean of brokers.

2.2

Modelling the devices

The vehicle devices are controlled by and supply information to the embedded systems (ES). The ES models already
vehicle status

contain the vehicle devices. ORQA proposes to characterise
both energy and quality of these devices in a specific model.
It integrates them back in the existing ES models such as to
keep the compatibility with the original meta-model.
A device is modelled as a software component, it offers a
service. A service can be realised through different states,
each with a defined quality. The physical realisation of a service consumes some energy. So we say that a device has one
or more operating states realising a service, and each state
is characterised by an energy requirement and a quality of
service. As the devices are already modelled in the system
to offer their services, their operating state are also accessible. ORQA extracts the devices and their operating states
in its specific model. It allows the designers to characterise
their energy requirements and quality levels. The energy requirement of an operating state is modelled by its required
power. By multiplying this power to the usage duration of
the device, we obtain the device energy consumption. The
quality level of an operating state is a qualitative percentage
of the given service – 100% is the best QoS possible.

2.3
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Figure 1: Overview of the ORQA Energy Management System.

PHYSICAL MODELS

In order to have a more accurate estimation, the models
can be replaced by physical models. These new models will
be specific for a given vehicle where the engine and the storage have been designed specifically so the associated models
will vary between the different vehicles. The physical models
concern the drive-chain, the energy storage and specificities
of the hybrid vehicles case.

3.1
driver preferences

Providing a solution

A request from the driver triggers the solution searching
process of the energy manager. It evaluates the possible
routes combined with the devices different uses. Each route
retrieved from the system is refined into variations to represent different driving conditions. In this way each solution
is composed of three elements: i) a route to destination, ii)
a combination of devices operating states, and iii) the evaluation results (duration, energy consumption, and quality).
The operating states combination of a solution is the optimal state in which the driver uses the devices according to
their consumptions and qualities. It directly depends on the
driver preferences and on the available energy during the
journey. Scoring functions evaluate each solution results so
that minimum (duration, consumption) or maximum (quality) results obtain the best score. The results scores are
combined into the solution score according to weights defined by the driver preferences. The best solution is the
one with the higher score; it becomes the driving strategy
proposed by ORQA to the driver.
The driving strategy is computed before the effective vehicle departure. It is a prevision of the journey and by nature
a journey has uncertainties such as the exact traffic flow and
the driver behaviour.

The drive-chain

The drive-chain of a vehicle is what makes it move, it
goes from the engine to the wheels. The engine is the main
consuming device of an electric vehicle. The engine of a simulated urban vehicle1 consumes about 57%, 79%, and 93% of
1
The simulated vehicle is described in [12], we assume a
constant accessory load of 1500W.
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Figure 2: Engine efficiency based on engine speed
and rated torque.
the total energy consumption in the Common Artemis Driving Cycles (CADC) [2] (respectively urban, rural, and motorway). We define the whole drive-chain required power as
a function of the vehicle velocity, acceleration, and the road
slope. This function is based on the well-known dynamic
equations of an electric vehicle [8] and estimates the vehicle
characteristics as constants. The engine required power is
strictly negative when it is used for braking (i.e. regenerative braking that allows to charge the battery) and positive
otherwise. This model is encapsulated in the component
corresponding to the drive-chain in ORQA.
The vehicle dynamic equations are a simple and fast way
to compute the engine required power to drive the vehicle.
Yet an electric engine has dynamic characteristics (such as
maximal torque and efficiency) that fluctuate along its speed
and affect its power requirement. The current ORQA approach is to assume a constant efficiency for each engine
mode (motor to drive the vehicle or generator when braking). The use of a physical model relying on an efficiency
map offers a better estimation. It interpolates the engine
efficiency for a given velocity and torque couple that can
be deduced from the vehicle acceleration and velocity on a
given road slope. Figure 2 shows an example of an engine
efficiency map based on the engine speed and rated torque
of a 30 kilowatts engine. For example, when the engine delivers a torque of 10 N·m (no matter its speed) its efficiency
is of 82%, meaning that at the end of the drive-chain 18%
of the energy is lost. On the contrary, at a constant speed
of 3000rpm and torque of 100N·m, only 6% of the consumed
energy is lost. The physical model is able to give a more precise consumption based on more parameters and specific to
the vehicle: rated torque and engine speed. During the solution selection, the candidate solutions with low efficiencies
should be ignored and the high efficiency ones preferred. The
actual overall efficiency of a driving strategy can be mixed
in the engine QoS so that it is taken into account at the
selection phase.
The design phase requires a specific development for each
engine and for the corresponding vehicle. The knowledge of
the mechatronic behaviour of the engine is needed to model
and validate the efficiency map with experimental results.
The replacement of the generic model by the physical model
is done in ORQA by simply replacing the generic engine
component by the specific vehicle’s component.

The energy storage

The energy storage system – simplified by “the battery”
in the rest of the paper – is ignored by the current version of
ORQA apart from the remaining energy level. The component responsible of the battery just provides this level. This
modelling does not take into account the physical response
of batteries to the need of power. There are many storage
technologies – such as batteries and fuel-cells – with different characteristics (maximal stored energy, maximal current, weight, and cost). Several works [7, 3, 1, 9] study the
possibility of coupling different storage technologies to improve the system operation. Some types of storage are better
to respond to instant demands of power while other have
better results for long-term demands. The battery management system (BMS) must comply with the underlying
storage technology and its characteristics, so it is calibrated
specifically for a vehicle. From the ORQA point of view, the
knowledge of the different elements of the battery permits
to optimize a trip, not only on the vehicle consumption but
also on how the energy is consumed.

3.3

Hybrid vehicle

An hybrid vehicle has an electric and a internal combustion engine (ICE) with the corresponding energy storage. The electric engine is used during urban phases and so
the estimation solution has to only evaluate these phases
but has to know the whole route to anticipate it. The
model has to include the recharge phase of the battery with
the modeling of a specific kinetic energy recovery system,
KERS [10], which differs from a full electric vehicle. The
ORQA methodology needs some adaptation to separate the
part of the route operated by the ICE and the part operated
by the electric engine. During the thermic phase, an estimation of the recharge of the battery has to be modelled to
improve the estimation of the level of energy left. Depending on the hybrid type, the recharge is realise through the
ICE and/or through regenerative braking.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

A prototype of the ORQA framework is implemented for
Autosar applications. The consumption models are introduced in the Autosar components with model transformations. The integration of the physical models into ORQA
does not change the prototype interface but may change its
execution time and its memory load.

4.1

Current implementation

The first phase of ORQA occurs at conception at the embedded systems modelling. Though ORQA carries general
concepts, our prototype is implemented to run on an Autosar compliant system. Autosar is a methodology to
model the embedded systems widely spread in the automotive world. It stands on the software components paradigm
and allows the reuse and share of functionalities through encapsulation. So our prototype actually relies on Autosar
models of the embedded systems. The vehicle devices characterisation is realised in a dedicated model. It breaks down
to three phases: 1) the devices are extracted from the available models, 2) they are characterised in a dedicated model,
and 3) the initial models are enhanced with the characterisation model. The Figure 3 illustrates the three phases of
the AUTOSAR transformation.

AUTOSAR
initial model

extraction
Consumption and
Quality model

integration + generation

Physical modelling of the engine.
AUTOSAR
enhanced model

Figure 3: The AUTOSAR models transformations,
from an initial model to an energy- and qualityaware model.

A first model transformation browses the initial models to
extract the different devices. The energetic and qualitative
characterisation model fits a specific Ecore meta-model [11].
The integration back in the initial models stays compatible
with their interfaces, the existing components are not modified. So a second model transformation creates the new
components (the Energy Manager, a broker per controlled
device) and assures the good components linkage. Finally,
a third model transformation generates the adequate implementation of the new components. In our prototype oriented
Autosar, these are ANSI-C files.

4.2

Physical models integration

The integration of the physical models into ORQA does
not have any impact on the transformation process from
the initial Autosar components to the energy-aware components. The models are integrated inside a specific component (the Energy Manager, EM) and communicate with
the existing components by their original interfaces. The
difference between a generic model and a physical model
of an engine for an Autosar application occurs during the
second phase of the transformation: the consumption and
quality modelling deviates accordingly. This model is then
encapsulated inside the EM component.

5.

and the road slope. The engine is assumed to have a constant efficiency in motor mode and another one in generator
mode.

APPLICATION

We want to assess the interest of a more detailed consumption model for ORQA. We take as illustration two engine
models in ORQA, one theoretical and one physical, and
compare their consumption to the engine consumption of
a simulated electric vehicle. The simulation has the same
engine characteristics that the two models. The difference
lies in that the simulation follows a route trip based on the
vehicle capacities, the simulated vehicle is driven in a closedloop to follow the route trip velocity reference. The ORQA
evaluation uses a faster algorithm that assumes a static acceleration with three pre-defined values (negative, null or
positive). We assume the simulation to have the more accurate results, so we compare both models to the simulation
results. However, it should be noted that the models used in
the simulation are not suitable for an on-line EMS as they
have an important computational burden.

Theoretical modelling of the engine.
We make use of the engine model currently proposed by
ORQA. It relies on the vehicle dynamics equations to represent the theoretical consumption of the engine. The equation is a function of the vehicle velocity and acceleration,

This more detailed model is defined with the engine efficiency map presented earlier (Figure 2). The engine consumption is the same than in the theoretical model except
for the engine efficiency. It is not constant any more but is
interpolated from the efficiency map. Also, as the presented
efficiency map is about the motor, we assume an equivalent
map in generator mode. Here, to use the physical modelling, we just replace the engine energy characterisation by
the physical one. Then, the energy manager components are
re-generated to take into account the model update.

Discussion.
Table 1 lists the engine consumptions of three generated
routes for the simulation and the two engine models. These
examples illustrates that, compared to the simulation, the
physical model brings more accurate results than the theoretical model does. Respectively by 3.9, 0.8 and 4.5 points
for the urban, rural and motorway routes.
These preliminary results show the interest for more detailed consumption models. With more accurate evaluations
of the possible routes and their variations, ORQA can propose better solutions. Typically, this means that the best
solutions use the engine optimal operation to provide a better Quality of Service.
The computation and memory overload are not detailed
here. The execution time are not yet monitored as it requires
special tooling. We can assume that the physical models require more time to evaluate because they are more complex.
However, the memory overload can be statically measured
as no dynamic allocations are allowed in the Autosar components. The prototype shows a low static overload (ROM)
of a few kilobytes. On the other hand, run-time memory
(RAM) suffers an important overload of around ten kilobytes with this example modelling. A typical controller unit
on which runs an Autosar application features between 512
and 1024 kilobytes of ROM and between 32 and 64 kilobytes
of RAM. So the memory overload of physical models must be
closely measured to match the target controller capacities.
In the case of an excessive overload (processor or memory),
the physical models are simplified with discrete versions to
lower their complexity.

6.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented possible extensions of the ORQA
framework to take into account other type of vehicles, like
hybrid vehicles, and to have a more accurate estimation of
the trip solution by using physical models. The framework
is ready to incorporate the new models by replacing the
generic components by more precise components containing mechatronic information. The validation of the physical
models needs more feedback of a real vehicle as these models
need to be adapted to each type of vehicle. The inclusion
of the physical models in the on-line implementation also
need more experimentation as they are more complex than
the generic ones. The solution computation should comply
with the system constraints over execution time and memory
load.

Route environment
urban
rural
motorway

Simulation
consumption

ORQA: theoretical model
consumption
error

388Wh
1814Wh
8062Wh

371Wh
1762Wh
7046Wh

−4.4%
−2.9%
−12.6%

ORQA: physical model
consumption
error
390Wh
1852Wh
7409Wh

+0.5%
+2.1%
−8.1%

Table 1: Engine consumption in a simulated vehicle compared to the evaluated consumptions in ORQA on
three generated routes.
Other extensions to the solution search can be done by
looking from a higher system point of view. Adding information about smart-home or smart-grid [5] will permit to
optimise the consumption in both way (discharging the battery or storing the energy).
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